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X3KD: Knowledge Distillation 
Across Modalities, Tasks and Stages
for Multi-Camera 3D Object Detection



Motivation

LiDAR-based 3D object detection 
outperform multi-camera 3D 

object detection methods

Pretraining of the feature extraction 
on 2D instance segmentation 
improves 3D object detection



Main Contribution

We improve multi-camera 3D object detection using knowledge distillation 
from LiDAR-based 3D object detection (3DOD) and instance segmentation teacher models 



Baseline Method

➢ Recent 3DOD approaches learn a bird’s eye 

view (BEV) representation using depth to 

transform image features to bird’s eye view 

➢ Our baseline BEVDepth [1] uses projected 

LiDAR points to supervise the depth prediction 

used to transform the features

➢ In our work we aim at improving the way the 

LiDAR is used for supervision of the multi-

camera 3D object detection

[1] Li et al., “BEVDepth: Acquisition of Reliable Depth for Multi-view 3D Object Detection,” in Proc. of AAAI, 2023.

Depth supervision 
through LiDAR points



Multi-camera vs. LiDAR-based  Models

➢ LiDAR-based 3D object detection clearly outperform multi-camera 3D object detection 

➢ The architectural components of both models are very similar: feature extractor, view 
transformation, BEV network, prediction head



Transformation to Bird’s Eye View

Camera-based BEV 

feature activations

LiDAR-based  BEV

feature activations

➢ The multi-camera 3DOD model has a strong 

focus on the center grid cells and is less 

precise due to the view transformation 

based on depth

➢ The LiDAR-based 3DOD model is able to 

learn a precise and spatially balanced 

feature representation in bird’s eye view

➢ We use the learned feature representation of 

the LiDAR model to distill knowledge into the 

multi-camera model



X3KD Method: Cross-modal Distillation



X3KD Method: Cross-task Distillation

➢ Pretraining of the image feature extraction on instance segmentation improves the multi-
camera 3D object detection model’s performance

➢ To retain the knowledge of the image feature extraction, we propose cross-task distillation 
from a pretrained instance segmentation model



State-of-the-art Comparison

➢ We compare our X3KD method against previous state-of-the-art methods on the nuScenes
dataset in comparable settings, i.e., same backbone and input image resolution

➢ We outperform all previous state-of-the-art methods

➢ We significantly improve over our reimplementation of the baseline BEVDepth [1]

[1] Li et al., “BEVDepth: Acquisition of Reliable Depth for Multi-view 3D Object Detection,” in Proc. of AAAI, 2023.



State-of-the-art Comparison

➢ We compare our X3KD method against previous state-of-the-art methods on the nuScenes
dataset in comparable settings, i.e., same backbone and input image resolution

➢ We outperform all previous state-of-the-art methods

➢ We significantly improve over our reimplementation of the baseline BEVDepth [1]

➢ We show the efficacy of our method at various input image resolutions

➢ We also submit our method’s results to the nuScenes benchmark server to evaluate on the 
non-public test set, where we also outperform previous results



Ablation Studies

➢ We show the effectiveness of our single contributions by an ablation study

➢ Each method component individually improves the 3DOD model’s performance



Ablation Studies

➢ We also provide ablations on different variants of our method components

➢ For cross-task distillation (X-IS), we show the effect of instance segmentation pretraining 
(Pre.) and distillation during 3DOD training (Dist.)

➢ We also show that student and teacher backbones do not have to be identical

➢ For cross-modal output-level distillation (X-OD), we show the effect of confidence-based 
weighting (Weight) and not using 3DOD labels but only pseudo labels from the LiDAR-
based teacher (w/o GT) 



Qualitative Results
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➢ We also provide a qualitative analysis of our X3KD method

➢ We observe improved classification and detection performance of X3KD compared to the 
baseline BEVDepth [1]

[1] Li et al., “BEVDepth: Acquisition of Reliable Depth for Multi-view 3D Object Detection,” in Proc. of AAAI, 2023.



Summary

➢ We introduce a cross-modal knowledge distillation from a LiDAR-based 
3DOD model to a multi-camera 3DOD model 

➢ We propose cross-task knowledge distillation from a pretrained instance 
segmentation model to the feature extraction of a multi-camera 3DOD 
model 

➢ We provide a detailed ablation study on the effectiveness of our single 
contributions

➢ We outperform previous state-of-the-art approaches at no additional 
complexity during inference
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